Investigating the respective contribution of sensory modalities and spatial disposition in numerical training.
Recent studies have suggested that multisensory redundancy may improve cognitive learning. According to this view, information simultaneously available across two or more modalities is highly salient and, therefore, may be learned and remembered better than the same information presented to only one modality. In the current study, we wanted to evaluate whether training arithmetic with a multisensory intervention could induce larger learning improvements than a visual intervention alone. Moreover, because a left-to-right-oriented mental number line was for a long time considered as a core feature of numerical representation, we also wanted to compare left-to-right-organized and randomly organized arithmetic training. Therefore, five training programs were created and called (a) multisensory linear, (b) multisensory random, (c) visual linear, (d) visual random, and (e) control. A total of 85 preschoolers were randomly assigned to one of these five training conditions. Whereas children were trained to solve simple addition and subtraction operations in the first four training conditions, story understanding was the focus of the control training. Several numerical tasks (arithmetic, number-to-position, number comparison, counting, and subitizing) were used as pre- and post-test measures. Although the effect of spatial disposition was not significant, results demonstrated that the multisensory training condition led to a significantly larger performance improvement than the visual training and control conditions. This result was specific to the trained ability (arithmetic) and is discussed in light of the multisensory redundancy hypothesis.